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\fr. Chairman. 
\:(r. Director-General. 
Distinguished delegates. 

13thIt is a great pleasure and honor to address this session of the General Conference of 
uNIDO where you will in particular discuss cmcial issues relating to the global economic 
recovery and the greening of industrial development. This is particularly topical and timely in 
\iew of hoth the impact of the financial and economic crisis. and the uncertainty rdating to 
the outcome of the Copenhagen Conference on Climate Change. 

UNIOO and the UNECE not only share such major concerns but also, in order to address 
them as well as other challenges, have a number of common strategic directions such as the 
promotion of norms and standards. the partnership with the private sector. the support to a 
~()mpetitive sector and the importance attached to sustainable development. We also 
appreciate the fact that UNIDO has long been an active partner of countries of Eastern 
Europe. Caucasus and Central Asia. 

Based on such commonalities of views and work directions, [ would like to highlight a 
number of areas of activities where cooperation between our two organizations could be 
further developed. 

The development of norms facilitating trade is one of these areas. An integral part of a 
country's productive capacity is the capacity of its business sector to comply with technical 
regulations in force on their main export markets. With traditional barriers to trade - such as 
tariffs and lluotas - being progressively eliminated, this capacity is becoming a key factor of 
success. 

The UNECE is itself a normative organization, developing recommendations and standards 
that are used not just in our region but throughout the world. One illustration is the UNECE 
agricultural lluality standards, used internationally by Governments. producers. traders. and 
international organizations to promote high-quality production. increase profitability and 
protect consumers. UNIDO also rhlYS a key role in standard setting, for example as regards 
the quality infrastructure that countries need for assessing compliance with technical norms. 

(n this regard. the partnership between UNIDO and UNECE on the normative aspects of trade 
could deliver important results and he e,'\tended to new areas. especially: I) market 
mrvcillance; and 1) risk assessment and management. 

\-Iarket 'ourveillance is the main regulatory response to enslIre that products placed on the 
market, whether imported \)r produced locally, conform to national technical regulations. As 
'>uch. it plays a vital role in stopping the proliferation of dangerous and counterfeit goods. 
which 110t only pose a seriolls threat to human bcalth and to the natural environment, hut also 

,Icllninc I(h:al inuu!'lry. l)'H~(,E developeJ h!~'>t pr,t..:!ic\! ill lhi-> ilc,'a l'!)r:1 numher of years 
Itld is a Ilatural partller for (;0;IDO'~; Iletwork Ill' natiunal officl..'s that are pre,sent in Ihe local 
IIlurkers and IIiHierstJlld the challenges. 



Risk assessment and management is a basic clement in defining technical regulations nnd in 
I.!l1slIring their implementation. At UNECE, we are in the first phases of a programme to better 
lInderstand how risk assessment and management tools can assist regulatory authorities, 
including market surveillance authorities. Here again. we believe partnership with UNIOO 
would be useful as the work takes shape and moves forward . 

. \nolher important area of common concern is the support to sustainable energy. A global 
consenslls seems to be growing that energy efficiency is the most effective method of 
mitigating dimate change. This is becallse there is a vast potential for efficiency 
improwments to reduce C02 emissions which can be implemented very quickly. cheaply and 
rdiably. In this regard, the UNECE has developed a programme on the formation of an 
l'nergy I'Hiciency market in Eastern Europe and Central Asia so that cost-effective 
investments can provide a self-financing method of reducing global greenhollse gas emissions 
through its Energy Efficiency 21 Project (EE21). Dedicated financial instruments have been 
promoted for this purpose, such as the European Clean Energy Fund (ECEF) raised by 
SwissRe I Conning and Company under a mandate of the EE21 Project. By the end of 2009, 
over 00 percent of the ECEF had been committed to clean energy investment projects in 
Europe. 

Within this framework. a specific sub-project called "Financing Energy Efficiency 
Investments for Climate Change Mitigation' operates in Albania, Belarus, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Kazakhstan, Republic uf Moldova, Romania, Russian 
Federation, Serbia, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Ukraine. This is largely 
supported by the United Natiuns Foundation (UNF), the Global Environment Facility (GEF), 
the French OEF (Fonds Fran(fais pour I'Environnement Mondial) and the European Business 
Congress, The EE21 Project also has sllb~projects on new and renewable energy sources in 
the Russian Federation and the countries of the Commonwealth of (ndependent States (CIS) 
as well as the Glubal Energy Efficiency 21 Prqject which seeks to promote energy efficiency 
trade and cooperation through the four other Regional Commissions of the United Nations 
system. 

[n view of these activIties on our side and the large programme of UNIOO on energy 
efficiency in Eastern Europe ami the Newly Independent States, there is room for a substantial 
..:oopcration between our two organizations - in particular on the development of energy 
cfficiency and rcnewuble energy investment project propusals in Central Asian countries. 
L'NIDO experts could also participate in energy policy seminars and workshops associated 
with the EE21 project. Finally, UNIDO would be most welcome to participate in the Glubal 
Energy Efficiency 11 Project cither directly or through UN Energy and in particular in the 
first .,ession of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Global Energy Eftickncy 21 to he held on 2
+March 20 10. 

Furthermore initial contacts have been mude for cooperation between ECE and UNIDO on 
improving energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas emissions through the promotion of 
modern biomass energy 'iystems. In a region where most cOllntries remain heavily dependent 
on imported fossil cnergy (lake the western Balkans, fur e'(ample, \"here imported I..'l1ergy 
;IL·....OII11(S for hetween ():)ff to KYf, of total <.:nergy need,,). Ihl..'re is huge .,cope 10 .~lIppnrt the 
!,>\<:Iopmellt of reIH::,wuhle el1er£'y. ,:specl,illy woody hi(lllluss. rhis would hring 1.!L"(lI10ll11c. 

>'.iv;i1 .lnd ellvironmental hellefits. rL'lillcing negaliw trade nalancL's. hoo'iting L'lllploymL'nt in 
I r~H!ik rural areas [herehy reducing poverty and cliiting ha.:k on g-f('ellholl\e gas emissions, In 

Illcnlion htl[ a fcw. Wood fa..:cs a hig challenge in ()\en.:llllling Ilc!!.alhe pcrl'cptio!l'-: and being 



taken seriously as a fuel for the future and not a fuel of the past. The rewards are there to be 
reaped. 

In the field of environment per .\'e. (he UNECE undertakes Environmental Performance 
Reviews (EPRs) in countries with transition economies. An EPR is an independent. external 
evaluation of the perforl1l:,ilce of a country in reducing its overall pollution burden, in 
managing its natural resources, in integrating environmental and socio-economic policies, in 
adjusting and in implementing its environmental policies and strategies, and finally, in 
strengthening the international cooperation. Each chapter of the EPR is covered by an 
international expert. To ensure the quality of the report and to guarantee that the 
recommendations are well-targeted and country specific, the EPR team is intentionally made 
lip of experts with diverse backgrounds: Governments, international organizations and private 
consultants. 

In this framework, UNIOO could contribute with its e.~pertise to a particular chapter of an 
EPR such as on international cooperation antVor the chapter on compliance and enforcement 
of environmental legislation. The focus could be on the Conventions for which UNIOO has 
activities in the reviewed countries such as those financed from the Montreal Protocol Fund or 
it could be related to UNIOO projects to assist countries in the formulation of the National 
[mplementation Plans to diminate POPs and reduce the hazardous effect of the most toxic 
chemicals to the environment in line with the Stockholm Convention. 

The housing sector is one of the priority areas with regard to energy efficiency in the UNECE 
region - not only because it consumes a large amount of energy (up to 50 percent of total final 
consumption in individual member States in some of the recent years), but also because it 
remains remarkably wasteful. While the state of existing technology provides a high potential 
for drastically reducing energy use in housing, the sector currently maintains outdated 
inefficient practices, and is one of the drivers of high levels of energy consumption. This 
means that at the time being, the penetration of efficiency technology in housing is low and 
much of the related business potential is untapped. In a recent study on "Green Homes", 
UNECE has outlined the economic, social and environmental impacts of high energy 
consumption in the housing sector and considered current policies, solutions and barriers to 

effective policies in this respect. In particular, it discussed policy responses that Governments 
'ihould develop. 

The study serves as foundation for the development of an Action Plan for Energy Efficient 
Housing in the UNECE Region. This Action Plan is a practical tool which aims to allow 
countries to seize the opportunities that energy-efficient housing offers in mitigating climate 
change. In view of the work of UNIOO on promoting energy efficiency in all sectors, I would 
like to invite your organization to provide comments to the Action Plan and adively 
participate at the High Level Meeting of the ECE Committee on Housing and Land 
\lanagement in September 20 IO. J\lodalities for joint work could he considered, if 
appropriate, to assist cOllntries llf EECCA and SEE in the implementation of the Action Plan 
once adopted. 

Finally, the lJ~E(,E's has also a programme fonlsing on policy, fillalH.:ial and regulatory 
''-'lOnll1ent cOlldlh..:ive to economic gW'Nth, innovation, knowled!.:e-hased development ami 

Ili!.?,ha competitiveness or cotllliries and ow,inesses in Ihe (,NEeE rc~don. \(ore ..,pecifically, 
the main thematic areas of Ihe "uhprogramme are: I) illilovation and clllllpetitivcness policies: 
2) cmn:prcileurship and .... lHcrprisc dcvt:!upment; 3) financing il1nllva£lve development; ~) 



promoting public-private partnerships; 5) commercialization and protectit!11 nf intelkctual 
property rights. 

[n these areas, we provide a forum for high-level international policy dialogue and exchange 
of I!xperil!nce and good practices. These collaboratiw dTorts are mostly oriented towards the 
development of practical solutions (slich as practical guidelines, policy recommendations, 
toolkits, dc.). Both thl! thematic orientation of [his subprogramme (towards the knowledge
based economy) and its geographic focus (mostly towards the countries with economies in 
transition) provide opportunities for cooperation between the UNECE and tJ~{DO. In 
particular, we see a scope for possible future cooperative efforts in technical cooperation 
activitil!s aimed at raising the national capacity of those countril!s in areus 'iuch as: I) support 
to thl! diffusion of innovation and new technologies: 2) assessment of national innovation 
"ystcms and competitiveness; 3) policy support for competitivl! industries: and 4) support [0 

enterprise developml!nt and entrepreneurship. 

We COUld, for example, consider the possibility of organizing jointly capacity building 
activities and joint coulHry studies with a view to disseminating best practices. exchanging 
experiences and formulating relevant policy recommendations. The Central Asian region can 
he a special focus of such activities. 

[n conclusion. our organizations share many common goals and it is incumbent on us to find 
ways in which we can cooperate and thus enhance ollr capacity to support a sustainable path 
of sustainable development in the European space and beyond. 

I wish you every success in your deliberations. 


